The Work of the Trinity in Election, Pt. 2 (1 Peter 1:2)
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Review
Purpose: To ___________________, instruct, and remind believers how to face
______________________ triumphantly at a time when the persecution of
Christians was rapidly becoming more ________________ throughout the
Roman Empire.

When we come and accept the ______________________ of Christ for us, we
are not just accepting the __________________ of His death on our behalf, but
we are also covenanting with Him in ________________________ consecrated
and mediated by the blood of Christ.
Spurgeon: “A person who is really saved by Grace does not need to be told that
he is under solemn obligations to serve Christ. The new life within him tells him

The Condition of the Elect: Because we are elect, we are ________________

that. Instead of regarding it as a burden, he gladly surrenders himself, body,

as aliens in this world. We are temporarily living on the earth, but we are

soul, and spirit, to the Lord.”

_________________ of heaven.
The blood sprinkled on us symbolizes our commitment to obedience. The blood
The Nature of the Elect: God has _____________ us sovereignly, by his

sprinkled on the altar symbolizes God’s commitment to ___________________.

divine will, strictly on the basis of his own free sovereign _____________.
The Advantages of the Elect
The Source of the Elect: God’s foreknowledge--His previously determined act

grace =

of establishing a ________________________ with us.

Of the merciful kindness by which God, exerting his holy __________________
upon souls, turns them to Christ, keeps, strengthens, _________________ them

The Sphere of the Elect: The sphere in which election goes from being a plan

in Christian faith, knowledge, affection, and kindles them to the

to a reality is ________________________, and the reality of election comes to

__________________ of the Christian virtues.

the elect through the ______________________ work of the Spirit.
peace =
The Covenant of the Elect

The tranquil state of a soul __________________ of its salvation through Christ,

Jesus Christ is the Executor and __________________ of the new covenant.

and so _________________ nothing from God and content with its earthly lot, of

Notes on sprinkling of blood in Scripture:

whatsoever sort that is.
Other advantages when considering the doctrine of election:

Notes from Exodus 24:3-8:

1. Election attributes all the _______________ to God.
2. Election produces _________________.
3. Election generates ___________.
4. Election promotes _________________.
5. Election gives us __________________.

